"You're genuine..."

**Adagio**

**No Better Than My Father**

**(Billy)**

Lyrics by Monica Hannush

Music by Julian Drucker
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I'm any better than these people all around us who are
BILLY: “I don't have your kind of pride”
I was born to be a loser.

I have no future. And

high R'n'R licks

busy R'n'R
in here, I'm safer than I was at home.

If I had...
-No Better Than My Father-

taken one more pill,

I might have spared myself the chill that
comes with knowing I'm entirely alone.

I'm no better than my father.
In the end, I'm just an
BILLY: "That's one thing I can't deny."
They try to medicate the grief.
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but they can't offer me relief!
So let me go!

Why
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molto rit.

both-er keep-ing me a-live?